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Abstract
A-closure on a set of functions of many-valued logic is de!ned as the closure with respect
to the operations of superposition and transition to dual functions with respect to permutations
of the alternating group. The class Ik of idempotent functions for k¿5 is one of two, and for
k = 4 is one of four A-precomplete classes in Pk . We de!ne 12 types of standard relations over
the set Ek which are called basic. We prove that any A-closed class of functions in Ik which is
de!ned by arbitrary binary relations can be also speci!ed by means of a suitable set of basic
relations. ? 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Pk denote the set of all functions of k-valued logic [14]. In [2,3,5,7–8] it is
shown how to construct an e8ective and nontrivial classi!cation of the set Pk which
is based on the operations of superposition and transition to arbitrary dual functions
(S-classi!cation). From [3,5,8,9] it follows that for any k; k¿3, the number of S-closed
classes in Pk is !nite and is hyperexponential in k. Further research [4,10,11] has
shown that e8ective and nontrivial classi!cations of the set Pk can be constructed
similar to the S-classi!cation using permutation groups possessing su;ciently large
degree of transitivity. Among all possible permutation groups di8erent from the full
symmetric group the alternating group stands out particularly. Its peculiarity consists
of the maximum possible number of elements and degree of transitivity. Furthermore,
in view of largeness of the alternating group, there are reasons to believe that the
calculations necessary for classi!cation of Pk (A-classi!cation) can be performed in full.
Systematic investigation of the A-classi!cation of functions of many-valued logic was
initiated in [4], where it is proved that for any k¿5 there are two, and for k =4 there
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are four A-precomplete classes in Pk (some of these results were also established in
[10,11]). For any k; k¿4, the class Ik of idempotent functions is one of A-precomplete
classes in Pk . The A-classi!cation of partial monadic injective functions was built in [6],
where, together with the operations of superposition and transition to dual functions for
permutations of the alternating group, the operation of function inversion is considered.
In what follows, we apply this result of purely functional nature in order to obtain the
A-classi!cation of the relations de!ning A-closed classes of Ik . Speci!cally, using Galois
theory for Post-algebras [1], we !nd all A-closed classes of Ik and describe them in
terms of relations. To this end, we !rst study all sets of relations which contain the
relation x=0 and are closed with respect to the operation of transition to dual relations
for permutations of the alternating group and some logical operations (A-closed classes
of relations). This examination, since it is tedious, is carried out in two steps: !rst we
study the A-closed classes of Ik de!ned by binary relations and then those de!ned by
relations of more variables. A part of the !rst step (in terms of functions) is carried
out in [6]. In this paper we accomplish the !rst step: we de!ne 12 standard relations,
which are called basic, and prove that any A-closed class of functions of Ik , speci!ed
by arbitrary binary relations, can be de!ned by means of the basic relations.
2. Basic notions
In this section we give necessary de!nitions. Let Ek ={0; 1; : : : ; k−1}, and let Pk be
the set of all !nite-place functions on Ek . Denote by Ak the set of all even permutations
on Ek , i.e., the alternating subgroup of the full symmetric group of permutations on
Ek . The functions eni (x1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xn)=xi, where n¿1 and 16i6n, are called selector
functions. If f(x1; : : : ; xn) ∈ Pk and  is a permutation on Ek , then the function
f(x1; : : : ; xn) = −1(f((x1); : : : ; (xn)))
is called dual to f with respect to the permutation .
We suppose the operation of superposition to be de!ned on the set Pk [14]. If
F ⊆Pk , then [F] denotes the closure of F under superposition. Sets of the form [F]
are called closed classes. A closed class of Pk is called A-closed if together with any
function f it contains all functions of the form f, where  ∈ Ak . Denote by [F]A the
A-closure of the set F .
Together with functions on Ek we also consider relations on Ek . The collection of
all relations on Ek is denoted by k . If (x1; : : : ; xm) and (x1; : : : ; xn) belong to k ,
then conjunction of the relations  and  is the (m+ n)-place relation
(x1; : : : ; xm)&(xm+1; : : : ; xm+n):
The projection of a relation (x1; : : : ; xm) with respect to a variable xi(16i6m) is the
(m− 1)-place relation
(∃xi)(x1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xm):
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We suppose the operations of permutation and identi!cation of variables for relations
to be known. If  ∈ k and  is a permutation on Ek , then the relation
(x1; : : : ; xm) ≡ ((x1); : : : ; (xm))
is called dual to  with respect to the permutation . Diagonals are the relations
which can be obtained from elementary diagonals of the form xi = xj by means of the
operations of conjunction, permutation, and identi!cation of variables. If R⊆k , then
[R] denotes the set of all relations of k which can be obtained from relations of R
and diagonals by means of the operations of conjunction, projection, permutation, and
identi!cation of variables. Sets of the form [R] are called closed classes (of relations).
A closed class of relations [R] of k is called A-closed if together with any relation 
the class [R] contains all relations of the form , where  ∈ Ak . By [R]A we denote
the A-closure of the set of relations R.
Let f(x1; : : : ; xn) ∈ Pk and (x1; : : : ; xm) ∈ k . The function f is said to preserve
the relation  if for any n strings (a11; : : : ; am1); : : : ; (a1n; : : : ; amn) of Emk which satisfy
the relation  the string (f(a11; : : : ; a1n); : : : ; f(am1; : : : ; amn)) also satis!es the relation
. The set of all functions of Pk preserving the relation  is denoted by Pol , and the
set of all relations of k which are preserved by the function f is denoted by Invf.
It can be easily veri!ed that for any function f and any relation  the set Pol  is a
closed class of functions which contains all selector functions, and the set Invf is a
closed class of relations which contains all diagonals.
We extend the mappings Pol and Inv to subsets of k and Pk in the following way:
if R⊆k and F ⊆Pk , then
PolR=
⋂
∈R
Pol ; InvF =
⋂
f∈F
Invf:
The mappings Pol and Inv de!ne the Galois correspondence [12,13] between partially
ordered by inclusion sets of all subsets of Pk and all subsets of k . In this case, the
following sets are Galois-closed: the closed classes of functions of Pk containing all
selector functions, and the closed classes of relations of k containing all diagonals
[1]. Furthermore, the mapping Pol (or Inv) de!nes an antiisomorphism between par-
tially ordered sets of closed classes of functions and closed classes of relations. It is
easily seen that for the Galois correspondences under consideration A-closed classes
of functions are associated with A-closed classes of relations, and A-closed classes of
relations are associated with A-closed classes of functions.
Thus, description of A-closed classes of functions containing selector functions is
equivalent to description of A-closed classes of relations containing diagonals.
If  is a permutation, then the relation (x)=y is called the graph of the permutation
. Denote by |E| the number of elements in a set E.
For any k; k¿4, the following relations over Ek are called basic:
(1) Eik(x) ≡ (x ∈ Ei); 16i¡ k.
(2) ik(x; y) ≡ E2k (x)&E2k (y)&(x 	= y) ∨ (x; y ∈ {2; 3; : : : ; i − 1})&(x = y); 26i¡ k.
(3) ik(x; y) ≡ (x = 0)&(y = 1) ∨ (x; y ∈ {2; 3; : : : ; i})&(x = y); 26i6k − 1.
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(4) ik(x; y) ≡ E3k (x)&E3k (y)&(x + 1 = y) ∨ (x; y ∈ {3; : : : ; i − 1})& (x = y), where
addition is modulo 3, and 36i6k.
(5) k(x; y) ≡ E2k (x)&(x + 1 = y) ∨ (x; y ∈ {3; : : : ; k − 1})&(x = y).
(6) k(x; y) ≡ E2k (x)&E2k (y) ∨ (x; y ∈ {2; 3})&(x 	= y).
(7) k(x; y) ≡ (x ∈ {0; 2; : : : ; k − 2})&(x + 1 = y), where k is even.
(8) k(x; y) ≡ (x=0)&(y=3)∨ (x=2)&(y=1)∨ (x ∈ {4; : : : ; k − 2})&(x+1= y),
where k is divisible by 4.
(9)  k(x; y) ≡ E1k (x)&Eik(y) ∨ (x = y = i − 1); 26i6k.
(10) !k(x; y; z) ≡ E2k (x)&E2k (y)&E2k (z)&(x + y + z = 0), where addition is modulo 2.
(11) 14(x; y) ≡ E34(x)&4(x; y).
(12) x1 + x2 = x3 + x4, where + denotes the addition in the Galois !eld GF(4) with
zero element 0 and unity element 1.
The basic relations (1)–(7) and (9)–(12) were introduced in [2,3]. Furthermore, re-
lations (2)–(8) and (11) represent graphs of the corresponding basic injective functions
from [6].
Relations (2)–(9) and (11) are represented in Fig. 1 as bipartite graphs whose edges
correspond to the strings satisfying these relations.
The class Ik consists of all the idempotent functions of Pk , that is, functions f such
that f(x; : : : ; x) = x. As is easily seen (see, for example, [4]) the class Ik is de!ned
by all the relations of the form x = a, where a ∈ Ek . In other words, Ik = Pol{x =
0; : : : ; x = k − 1}. Since the class Ik is A-closed, and the set [{E1k (x)}]A contains all
the relations x = 0; : : : ; x = k − 1, we have Ik = Pol [{E1k (x)}]A. Thus description of
all A-closed classes of idempotent functions which contain selector functions can be
reduced to description of all A-closed classes of relations which contain the relation
E1k (x). Using this reduction, below we formulate the main result from [6, Theorem 1]
in terms of relations.
Note that if f; g are partial monadic injective functions, and ;  are graphs of these
functions, i.e.,
(x; y) ≡ (f(x) = y); (x; y) ≡ (g(x) = y);
then the superposition gf has the graph (∃z)((x; z)&(z; y)); the inversion f−1 has
the graph (y; x), and the function f, dual to f with respect to a permutation ,
has the graph (x; y). Therefore, if a partial monadic injective function g can be
obtained from similar functions f1; : : : ; fs by means of the operations of superposition,
inversion, and transition to dual functions for permutations of Ak , then the graph of
the function g can be obtained from the graphs of the functions f1; : : : ; fs by means
of the operations of conjunction, projection, permutation of variables, and transition to
dual relations for permutations of Ak .
In [6] it is proved that for any k; k¿3, every nonempty injective function de-
!ned on some subset of the set Ek , is A-equivalent (in the sense of operations of
superposition, inversion, and transition to dual functions for permutations of Ak) to
one of the basic functions &ik ; 
i
k ; 
i
k ; 
i
k ; k ; k ; k ; k ; 
1
4. The graphs of the functions
ik ; 
i
k ; 
i
k ; k ; k ; k ; k ; 
1
4, except for the function 
1
k , consist of the corresponding basic
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Fig. 1.
relations (2)–(8) and (11). The graph of the function 1k can be represented in the
form (x=0)&(y=1), and the graph of the function &ik can be represented in the form
Eik(x)&(x = y). Since the last relation is A-equivalent to the relation E
i
k , we arrive at
the following form of the main statement from [6].
Theorem 1. Suppose k¿3 and (x; y) is a relation distinct from the diagonal relation
of k of the form
(x ∈ E)&((x) = y); (1)
where |E|¿2 and  is a permutation on Ek . Then the relation  is A-equivalent to
one of the basic relations (1)–(8) and (11).
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Fig. 2.
3. Auxiliary results
Now we proceed to study of binary relations di8erent from the relation (1). From
now on we assume that k¿4.
Lemma 1. Suppose a relation (x; y) of k has the form
(x = a1)&(y ∈ {b1; b2}) ∨ (x = a2)&(y = b2); (2)
where a1 	= a2 and b1 	= b2. Then  2k ∈ [{}]A. Further; if (b1; b2) = (a2; a1); then
2k ∈ [{}]A; if k = 4 and {a1; a2} ∩ {b1; b2}= ∅; then the set [{}]A contains one of
the relations 4 or 4; in all other cases if (b1; b2) 	= (a1; a2); then 2k ∈ [{}]A.
Proof. If (b1; b2) = (a1; a2), then the relation  2k is dual to  with respect to any even
permutation which maps 0 to a1 and 1 to a2 (such permutations exist since k¿4).
If (b1; b2) = (a2; a1), then let c and d be distinct elements of Ek \ {a1; a2}. We
de!ne 1 =, where =(a1a2)(cd) (we do not show one-element cycles in the cycle
decomposition of permutations), and set
2(x; y) ≡ (x; y)&1(x; y)
(Fig. 2). Then 2k is dual to 2 with respect to any even permutation which maps 0 to
a1 and 1 to a2. With respect to the same permutation  2k is dual to the relation given
by
(∃z)((x; z)&2(z; y)):
Let {b1; b2} 	= {a1; a2}. First we consider the case when {b1; b2} ∩ {a1; a2} 	= ∅.
If b1 = a1 (and hence, b2 	∈ {a1; a2}), then for k¿5 we choose distinct elements c
and d from Ek \ {a1; a2; b2}, make up the relation 3 (see Fig. 2) dual to (y; x) with
respect to the even permutation (a2b2)(cd), and put
4(x; y) ≡ (x; y)&3(x; y):
Then 2k is dual to 4 with respect to any even permutation which maps 0 to a2, 1 to
b2 and 2 to a1.
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Setting
5(x; y) ≡ (∃z)((x; z)&4(y; z));
we see that the argument developed above for the relation  in the case (b1; b2)=(a1; a2)
is applicable to the relation 5. According to this argument, we have  2k ∈ [{5}]A.
Let k=4 and b1 =a1. We can take a1 =0 and a2 =1, since otherwise instead of the
relation  we can consider a relation dual to  with respect to an even permutation
which maps 0 to a1 and 1 to a2. If b2 = 2, then let the relations 6; 7 (see Fig. 2) be
dual to  with respect to the even permutations (123) and (132). We set
8(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(6(z; x)&7(y; z)):
Then 24 is dual to the relation
9(x; y) ≡ (x; y)&8(x; y)
with respect to the even permutation (012). Besides, we have
 24(x; y) ≡ (∃z)((x; z)&9(y; z)):
The case b2 = 3 is similar.
Let b1=a2. Take the relations 10; 11, dual to  with respect to the even permutations
(a1b2a2) and (a1a2b2), and put
12(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(10(y; z)&11(z; x)); 13(x; y) ≡ (x; y)&12(x; y):
Then the formula (∃z)((x; z)&13(y; z)) leads to the examined case (b1; b2)= (a1; a2).
Therefore  2k ∈ [{}]A. Besides, according to [6, Lemma 11] applied to the appropriate
relations, we have 2k ∈ [{13}]A.
Let b2 = a1. We set 14 = , where = (a1a2b1). Then the relation (∃z)((x; z)&
14(z; y)) leads to the examined case b1 = a2.
The case b2 = a2 can be reduced to the case b1 = a1 by means of permutation of
variables.
Assume that {b1; b2} ∩ {a1; a2}= ∅. Let 15 = , where = (a1a2)(b1b2). Set
16(x; y) ≡ (x; y)&15(x; y):
Just as above, in order to obtain the relation  2k we use the relation (∃z)((x; z)&
16(y; z)), which can be treated as the relation  in the case (b1; b2)=(a1; a2). If k¿5,
then the inclusion 2k ∈ [{16}]A follows from [6, Lemma 11]. But if k = 4, then,
according to [6, Lemma 12], the relation 16 is A-equivalent to one of the relations 4
or 4. Lemma 1 is proved.
Lemma 2. Suppose (x; y) is a relation of k of the form (2) which is not A-equivalent
to the relation  2k . Then there is a relation  in {2k ; 2k ; 4; 4} such that the relation
 is A-equivalent to the set {;  2k}.
Proof. We use the notation a1; a2; b1; b2 from Lemma 1. If (b1; b2) = (a2; a1), then
by Lemma 1 we have {2k ;  2k}⊆ [{}]A. On the other hand, the relation  is dual to
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(∃z)(2k(x; z)& 2k(z; y)) with respect to any even permutation which maps a1 to 1 and
a2 to 0.
In the cases when {2k ;  2k}⊂ [{}]A; according to [6, Lemma 5]; the set [{2k}]A
contains the relations
1(x; y) ≡ (x = a1)&(y = 0) ∨ (x = a2)&(y = 1);
2(x; y) ≡ (x = 0)&(y = b1) ∨ (x = 1)&(y = b2):
From the relations  2k , 1, and 2 we obtain the relation :
(x; y) ≡ (∃z1)(∃z2)(1(x; z1)& 2k(z1; z2)&2(z2; y)):
Let k=4 and {b1; b2}∩{a1; a2}=∅. Then, according to Lemma 1, we have {4;  24}⊂
[{}]A or {4;  24}⊂ [{}]A, and also the relation 16 (see Fig. 2) belonging to the set
[{}]A is A-equivalent to the corresponding relation 4 or 4. If {4;  24}⊂ [{}]A, then
we take a relation  dual to  24 with respect to an even permutation which maps a1 to
0 and a2 to 1. Since in this case 16 ∈ [{4}]A and
(x; y) ≡ (∃z)( (x; z)&16(z; y));
we have  ∈ [{4;  24}]A. The case when {4;  24}⊂ [{}]A is similar. Lemma 2 is
proved.
Lemma 3. Suppose a relation (x; y) of k has the form
(x ∈ E)&(y ∈ F)&(x = a ∨ y = b); (3)
where E⊆Ek; F ⊆Ek; a ∈ E; and b ∈ F . If
i =min(|E|; |F |)¿2; and j =max(|E|; |F |)¿3;
then the relation  is A-equivalent to the relation  jk for j¡k and to the set
{Eik(x);  kk} for j = k.
Proof. Suppose that i=|E| and j=|F |. First let j¡k. We have (y ∈ F) ≡ (∃x)(x; y).
Therefore, the set [{}]A includes the relation (x ∈ F)&(x=y). Then by [6, Lemma 1]
the set [{}]A contains all the relations of the form (x ∈ G)&(x= y), where |G|6|F |,
and so the relation x ∈ G as well. Therefore, the set [{}]A includes the relation
1(x; y) ≡ (x ∈ {a; c})&(y ∈ {b; d})&(x; y);
where c is an element of E di8erent from a, and d is an element of F di8erent from
b. Since j¿3, we choose an element d such that according to Lemma 1 the relation
2k belongs to the set [{1}]A. Let  be an arbitrary even permutation on Ek mapping
Ej onto F , 2(x; y) ≡ (x; y); e = −1(a), and g = −1(c). If, following [6, Lemma
5], we choose the relation
3(x; y) ≡ (x = 0)&(y = e) ∨ (x = i − 1)&(y = g)
in the set [{2k}]A then
(∃z)(3(x; z)&2(z; y)) ≡  jk(x; y):
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Fig. 3.
We next prove that  ∈ [{ jk}]A. Since in the above argument, the relation  jk can be
regarded as the relation , we have {Eik(x); 2k}⊂ [{ jk}]A. Let us construct the relation
 ik . If j¿4, then let the relation 4 be dual to  
j
k with respect to an even permutation
which maps 0 to 0; i − 1 to j − 1 and preserves the set Ej. Then
Eik(y)&4(x; y) ≡  ik(x; y):
In the case j = 3 and i = 2 in order to obtain the relation  ik one should form the
relation (y ∈ {0; 2})& 3k(x; y) and use Lemma 1. Thus,  ik ∈ [{ jk}]A.
Let the relation 5 be dual to  ik with respect to an even permutation 1 which maps
the set E onto the set Ei and maps a to i − 1, and let the relation 6 be dual to  jk
with respect to an even permutation 2 which maps F onto Ej and maps b to j − 1.
Also, let c = −11 (0) and d = 
−1
2 (0) (Fig. 3). If in the set [{2k}]A we consider the
relation
7(x; y) ≡ (x = a)&(y = d) ∨ (x = c)&(y = b);
then
(x; y) ≡ (∃z1)(∃z2)(5(z1; x)&7(z1; z2)&6(z2; y)):
Now we suppose j = k, i.e., F = Ek . The proof of the lemma is similar to that in the
case j¡k, unless when i= k. In this case, additional arguments are required in order
to prove that E2k (x) is in the set [{}]A.
If a 	= b, then (x ∈ {a; b}) ≡ (x; x). If a=b, then let c; d, and e be distinct elements
of Ek \ {a}. Consider the relation 8, dual to  with respect to the even permutation
(ac)(de). Then
(x; y)&8(x; y) ≡ (x; y ∈ {a; c})&(x 	= y):
From this relation by means of projection with respect to the variable y we obtain the
relation x ∈ {a; c}. Lemma 3 is proved.
Lemma 4. Suppose a relation (x; y) of k has the form (3). Then  is A-equivalent
to one or two basic relations.
Proof. First we assume that one of the sets E; F is one-element. Let, for example,
E = {a}. Then
(x; y) ≡ (x = a)&(y ∈ F):
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Fig. 4.
Projecting the relation (x; y) with respect to the variables x and y, we see that the
set [{}]A contains the relations x = a and y ∈ F . Therefore, in the case |F |¡k the
relation  is A-equivalent to the relation Ejk(x), where j= |F |, and in the case F =Ek ,
it is A-equivalent to the relation E1k (x).
If each of the sets E; F contains at least two elements, then the assertion of the
lemma follows from Lemmas 2 and 3.
Lemma 5. Suppose a relation (x; y) of k has the form
(x = a1)&(y ∈ {b1; b2}) ∨ (x = a2)&(y = b3);
where elements of each of the sets {a1; a2}; {b1; b2; b3} are pairwise distinct. Then
{!k ;  3k}⊂ [{}]A.
Proof. Since the projection of the relation (x; y) with respect to the variable y coin-
cides with the relation x ∈ {a1; a2}, the set [{}]A contains the relation E2k (x). We set
(Fig. 4)
1(x; y) ≡ (∃z)((z; x)&(z; y)):
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We may assume that b1 = 0; b2 = 1; b3 = 2, because otherwise we can consider a
relation dual to 1 with respect to an even permutation mapping the set {0; 1} onto
the set {b1; b2} and 2 to b3.
Let us form the relation 2 dual to 1 with respect to the even permutation (021).
Let
3(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(1(x; z)&2(z; y)):
We notice that the relation 3(x; y) di8ers from the relation E3k (x)&E
3
k (y) only in the
string (2; 0), which does not satisfy the relation 3. Any similar relation which di8ers
from the relation E3k (x)&E
3
k (y) in a single string (a; b), where a 	= b, coincides either
with 3(y; x), or with a relation dual to one of the relations 3(x; y); 3(y; x) with
respect to the even permutations (012) and (021). The conjunction of such relations
permits ‘to remove’ from the relation E3k (x)&E
3
k (y) any number of strings (a; b), where
a 	= b. In particular, in this way we obtain the relations 4; 5. We have
 3k(x; y) ≡ (x ∈ {0; 2})&4(x; y):
A similar formula with 4 replaced by 5 gives the relation 6. The relation 7 is dual
to (y ∈ {1; 2})&6(x; y) with respect to the even permutation (021). Let the relation
8, just as the relations 4; 5, be obtained from the relation E3k (x)&E
3
k (y) by means
of deleting the appropriate strings and
9(x; y) ≡ E2k (x)&8(x; y):
We set
10(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(7(x; z)&6(z; y)); 11(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(10(x; z)&9(z; y)):
Consider the relation 12 dual to 2 with respect to the even permutation (021), and
de!ne
13(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(12(x; z)&11(z; y)):
As seen in Fig. 4, the relation 13(x; y) di8ers from the relation E3k (x)&E
3
k (y) only in
the string (1; 1) which does not satisfy the relation 13. Using the even permutations
(012), (021) one can obtain two relations, dual to 13, which in this sense correspond
to the strings (0; 0) and (2; 2). Recalling the similar properties of the relation 3, we
see that the set [{}]A contains all the nine relations which di8er from the relation
E3k (x)&E
3
k (y) in a single string. Consequently, the conjunction of appropriate relations
of this type can give the relations 14; 15; 16. By setting
17(x; y; z) ≡ (∃v)(14(x; v)&15(y; v)&16(z; v));
we see that the relation 17 is satis!ed only by the strings (0,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,1,1),
(1,0,0), (1,0,1), (1,1,0). Therefore,
!k(x; y; z) ≡ 17(x; y; z)&17(x; z; y)&17(y; z; x):
Lemma 5 is proved.
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Lemma 6. Suppose a relation (x; y) of Ok is not of the form (1); (3); or
(x ∈ E)&(y ∈ F); (4)
where E; F ⊆Ek . Then {!k ;  3k}⊂ [{E3k (x); }]A.
Proof. Let
(x ∈ E) ≡ (∃y)(x; y); (y ∈ F) ≡ (∃x)(x; y):
In this proof, it is convenient to regard the relation  in the form of the graph of
a partial many-valued function  with the domain E and the range of values F , i.e.
(x; y) ≡ (y ∈ (x)). Since  is not of the form (1),  is not a (single-valued) injective
function. This implies that for some a of Ek at least one of the sets (a); −1(a)
contains more than one element. Let, for de!niteness, (0) be this set. Also assume
that the value |(0)| is maximal over all the values |(i)| with i ∈ E. By the choice
of the set (0) only the following cases are possible:
Case 1: There exists an i; i ∈ E, such that (0) ∩ (i) = ∅.
Case 2: There exists i; i ∈ E, such that the sets (0)\(i), (0)∩(i), and (i)\(0)
are nonempty.
Case 3: For any i; i ∈ E, the inclusion (i)⊆ (0) holds.
In Case 1 let a and b be distinct elements of (0), and let c ∈ (i). Then the relation
(x ∈ {0; i})&(y ∈ {a; b; c})&(x; y) (5)
belongs to the set [{E3k (x); }]A and satis!es the conditions of Lemma 5.
In Case 2 choose an element from each of the enumerated nonempty sets and denote
them by a; b and c. De!ne the relation 1(x; y) by (5) and set
2(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(1(z; x)&1(z; y)); 3(x; y) ≡ (x ∈ {a; b})&2(x; y)
(Fig. 5). For the relation 3 the conditions of Case 3 hold. Therefore, below we consider
only those relations  which fall under Case 3. Note that in this case F = (0).
The assumptions of the lemma imply that E \ {0} either contains an element i such
that 1¡ |(i)|¡ |F |, or else contains elements i; j such that |(i)| 	= |(j)|, or contains
two elements i; j for which |(i)|= |(j)|= 1 and (i) 	= (j). We shall successively
consider these three possibilities.
Let the inequalities 1¡ |(i)|¡ |F | hold for some i of E \ {0}. We choose distinct
elements a; b from (i), an element c from F \ (i), and de!ne the relation 4 by
formula (5) (see Fig. 5). Next, let d be an element of {a; b} such that from the
relation (y ∈ {d; c})&4(x; y) the relation 2k can be obtained by using Lemma 1.
According to [6, Lemma 5] the set [{2k}]A contains the relation
5(x; y) ≡ (x = 0)&(y = i) ∨ (x = i)&(y = 0):
We set
6(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(5(x; z)&4(z; y)); 7(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(4(z; x)&6(z; y)):
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Fig. 5.
As seen in Fig. 5, the relation 7 di8ers from the relation
(x ∈ {a; b; c})&(y ∈ {a; b; c})
only in the string (c; c) which does not satisfy the relation 7. We denote by 8 and
9 the relations dual to 7 with respect to the even permutations (abc) and (acb). Let
10(x; y) ≡ 7(x; y)&8(x; y)&9(x; y); 11(x; y) ≡ (x ∈ {a; c})&10(x; y):
Then
2(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(11(z; x)&11(z; y)):
If the relation 12 is dual to 2 with respect to the even permutation (abc), then the
relation
(x ∈ {a; c})&2(x; y)&12(x; y)
satis!es the assumptions of Lemma 5.
We next assume that there are elements i; j in E \ {0} such that |(i)| 	= |(j)|. We
can also assume that the assumptions of the case examined above do not hold, i.e.,
|(i)|; |(j)| ∈ {1; |F |}. Let, for example, |(i)|= 1 and (j) = F .
If (i) = {a} and b ∈ F \ {a}, then we de!ne
13(x; y) ≡ (x ∈ {0; i; j})&(y ∈ {a; b})&(x; y): (6)
Then we can take the relation 13(y; x) instead of 4(x; y) and use the above con-
structions.
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Fig. 6.
Suppose that for any x of E \ {0}; (x) is a singleton and there exist i; j in E \ {0}
such that (i) 	= (j). If (i) = {a} and (j) = {b}, then we de!ne the relation 14
by (6). By setting
15(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(14(x; z)&14(y; z));
we see that one can apply the same argument to the relation 15 as 12. Lemma 6 is
proved.
Lemma 7. If a relation (x; y) of 4 has the form
(x ∈ G1)&(y ∈ H1) ∨ (x ∈ G2)&(y ∈ H2); (7)
where |G1|= |G2|; |H1|= |H2|; G1 ∩G2 = ∅; H1 ∩H2 = ∅; and at least one of the sets
G1 ∪G2; H1 ∪H2 coincides with E4; then {44; x1 + x2 = x3 + x4}⊂ [{E14(x); }]A. If a
relation (x; y) of k is not of the form (1); (3); (4); or is not of the form (7) when
k = 4; then {!k ;  3k}⊂ [{E1k (x); }]A.
Proof. First, let (x; y) be a relation of 4 of the form (7). For de!niteness, we
assume H1 ∪ H2 = E4. Then |H1|= |H2|= 2 and
,1(x; y) ≡ (∃z)((z; x)&(z; y))
represents an equivalence relation on E4 with two classes of equivalent elements H1 and
H2. Two other equivalence relations ,2; ,3 on E4 with two-element classes of equivalent
elements are dual to ,1 with respect to the even permutations (012) and (021). Assume,
for example, that for the relation ,1 the classes H1; H2 consist of {0; 1} and {2; 3}. Then
E24(x) ≡ (∃z)(E14(z)&,1(x; z)):
Set (Fig. 6)
1(x; y) ≡ E24(x)&(∃z)((z ∈ {0; 3})&,2(x; z)&,1(z; y));
2(x; y) ≡ E24(x)&,2(x; y); 3(x; y) ≡ E24(x)&,(x; y):
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Then
!4(x; y; z) ≡ (∃v)(1(x; v)&2(y; v)&3(z; v)):
By setting further
4(x; y; z) ≡ (∃v1)(∃v2)(∃v3)(!4(v1; v2; v3)&1(v1; x)&1(v2; y)&1(v3; z)) (8)
we can verify that the truth domain of the relation 4 can be represented in the form
{0; 1}3 ∪ {0; 1} × {2; 3}2 ∪ {2; 3} × {0; 1} × {2; 3} ∪ {2; 3}2 × {0; 1}:
Similarly, if we de!ne the relation 5(x; y; z) by (8), replacing 1 by 2, then its truth
domain can be represented in the form
{0; 2}3 ∪ {0; 2} × {1; 3}2 ∪ {1; 3} × {0; 2} × {1; 3} ∪ {1; 3}2 × {0; 2}:
This implies that
(x + y + z = 0) ≡ 4(x; y; z)&5(x; y; z);
where ‘+’ denotes addition in the !eld GF(4). Further, we have
(x1 + x2 = x3 + x4) ≡ (∃z)((x1 + x2 + z = 0)&(x3 + x4 + z = 0)):
Set
6(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(1(z; x)&2(z; y)); 7(x; z) ≡ 6(x; y)&,3(x; y)
(see Fig. 6). Then the relation 44 is dual to 7 with respect to the even permutation
(012).
Now we turn to the second part of the proof, when the relation  of k is not of
the form (1), (3), (4) or (7). By Lemma 6 in this case it su;ces to establish that the
set [{E1k (x); }]A contains the relation E3k (x). If E; F , and  from Lemma 6 are used,
then the validity of this inclusion would follow, if we proved that at least one of the
sets E; F; (a); −1(a) (where a ∈ Ek) contains more than two but less than k elements.
Therefore, we may assume that each of the sets E; F; (a); −1(a) either coincides with
Ek , or contains at most two elements. Since the relation  is not of the form (4), it
follows that none of the sets E; F can be one-element, and since  is not of the form
(1) or (3), at least one of the sets E; F must contain more than two elements. Thus, by
symmetry, it su;ces to consider only two possibilities: |E|=2; F=Ek and E=F=Ek .
Let |E|=2 and F=Ek . We may assume that E=E2, because otherwise instead of the
relation , we can consider the relation dual to  with respect to an even permutation
mapping E2 onto E. Since k¿4, the inequality |(0)|+ |(1)|¿4 must hold, and since
the relation  is not of the form (3), the case when one of the sets (0); (1) is
one-element and the other coincides with Ek , does not occur.
If |(0)|= |(1)|=2, then k¿4 implies k =4 and (0)∩ (1) = ∅, i.e., the relation
 has the form (7), which is impossible by assumption.
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Fig. 7.
Let (0) = Ek and (1) = {i; j} where i 	= j. If {i; j} = {0; 1}, then we take the
relation 1 dual to  with respect to the even permutation (01) (34) and set
2(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(1(z; x)&(z; y))
(Fig. 7). Further, we form the relations 3; 4 dual to 2 with respect to the even
permutations (012) and (021). Projecting the relation
5(x; y) ≡ 2(x; y)&3(x; y)&4(x; y)
with respect to the variable y, we obtain the relation E3k (x).
Assume that {i; j} 	= {0; 1}. If 0 	∈ {i; j}, then let, for example, i 	= 1. Setting
6(x; y) ≡ (y ∈ {0; i})&(x; y);
by Lemma 1 we infer that 2k ∈ [{6}]A. Hence, according to [6, Lemma 5] the set
[{6}]A contains the relation 7 (see Fig. 7). Then the relation
(∃z)(7(x; z)&(z; y))
returns us to the case {i; j}= {0; 1}.
If 0 ∈ {i; j}, then let l 	∈ {1; i; j}. We set
8(x; y) ≡ (y ∈ {0; l})&(x; y):
By Lemma 1, we derive from the relation 8 the relation 2k and then using [6, Lemma
5] we obtain the relation 2k . The relation (∃z)(2k(x; z)&(z; y)) leads to the examined
case {i; j} 	= {0; 1} and 0 	∈ {i; j}.
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Let E=F =Ek . First we shall show that for some i one of the sets (i) and −1(i)
consists of two elements. Assume otherwise. The sets (0); : : : ; (k − 1) cannot all
be one-element, since in this case either F 	= Ek , or the relation  has the form (1).
Therefore, we suppose, for example, (0)=Ek . If there are even two other sets among
the sets (1); : : : ; (k − 1) which coincide with Ek , then, for any j, the set −1(j)
contains at least three elements, and by the above assumptions about  must coincide
with Ek . Consequently, we come to the identically true relation , i.e., to a relation of
the form (4).
Assume that only one of the sets (1); : : : ; (k − 1), for example, (1), coincides
with Ek . If there exist elements i; j in {2; : : : ; k−1} such that (i) 	= (j), then each of
the sets −1((i)); −1((j)) contains more than two but less than k elements, which
contradicts the assumptions about . But if for any i; i 	∈ {0; 1}, and some l the equality
(i) = l holds, then for m 	= l the set −1(m) consists only of 0 and 1.
Assume that |(1)|=· · ·=|(k−1)|=1. If there exist i; j of Ek \{0} such that (i) 	=
(j), then j 	∈ −1((i)) and therefore, −1((i))={0; 1}. The case (1)=· · ·=(k−1)
is impossible since the relation  is not of the form (3).
Thus, for some i one of the sets (i); −1(i) consists of two elements. Then
[{E1k (x); }]A contains any relation of the form x ∈ G, where |G| = 2. If for some
elements i; j, the relation
(∃x)((x ∈ {i; j})&(x; y)) (9)
is satis!ed by more than two but less than k elements, then Lemma 7 is proved. Hence,
we can assume that any relation of the form (9), as well as the similar relation obtained
by interchanging x and y, is satis!ed either by k, or by at most two elements.
Assume that there is no i such that (i) = Ek . As noted above, not all of the sets
(0); : : : ; (k−1) can be one-element. Let us choose an i such that |(i)|=2. If |(j)|=1
for some j, then by the assumption (9) we have (j) ∈ (i). Since k¿4, there must
exist j such that |(j)| = 2 and (j) ∩ (i) = ∅ (we have already excluded the case
|(j)∩(i)|=3). If k¿5 we arrive at a contradiction with the assumption concerning
the relations (9). But if k = 4, then for any a in Ek \ {i; j} one of the inclusions
(a)⊆ (i) or (a)⊆ (j) must hold. Subject to |(a)| = 1 we have (a) ∈ (i) and
thereby we arrive at a contradiction with the assumption concerning the relations (9)
again (with a taken instead of i). Assume that |(a)| = 2 for any a of E4 \ {i; j}. If
the function  maps three elements of the set E4 to one of the sets (i); (j), for
example to (i), then we arrive at a contradiction considering the following relation
of the form (9):
(∃y)((y ∈ (i))&(x; y)):
The case when the function  maps two elements of Ek to the set (i) and two other
elements to the set (j), results in the relation  of the form (7).
Assume that (a)=Ek for some a. We can also assume that −1(i)=Ek for some i.
Let |(b)|= 2. Then the relation (x ∈ {a; b})&(x; y) returns us to the examined case
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when |E| = 2; (a) = Ek , and |(b)| = 2. The argument is similar if |−1(j)| = 2 for
some j. Lemma 7 is proved.
Lemma 8. For each i; 26i6k; the set [{!k ;  ik}]A contains all the relations of the
form
Eik(x1)& : : :&E
i
k(xm)&(x1; : : : ; xm); (10)
where  is an arbitrary relation of k .
Proof. The proof of this lemma di8ers from the proof of the similar Lemma 18 from
[2] in insigni!cant technical details dependent on peculiar properties of the group Ak .
Therefore, we present only the principal points of the proof.
In the case i = 2 we notice that
 2k(x; y)≡ E2k (x)&E2k (y)&(x6y); (∃z)((z = 1)&!k(x; y; z)) ≡ 2k(x; y);
(∃z)(2k(x; z)& 2k(z; y)) ≡ E2k (x)&E2k (y)&( Qx6y);
where Qx is the Boolean negation of the variable x. The relations x=1; !k easily imply
all relations of the form
E2k (x1)& · · ·&E2k (xm)&(x1 + · · ·+ xm = a); (11)
where m¿1; a ∈ E2 and ‘+’ denotes addition modulo 2.
Let m be odd and 1(x1; : : : ; xm) be the relation (11) with a = 0, (a1; : : : ; am) ∈ E2.
We set
(x1; : : : ; xm)≡ (∃z1) : : : (∃zm)(E2k (x1)& : : :&E2k (xm)&
(xa11 6z1)& : : :&(x
am
m 6zm)&1(z1; : : : ; zm));
where x0j = Qxj and x
1
j =xj. We see that the relation (x1; : : : ; xm) di8ers from the relation
E2k (x1)& : : :&E
2
k (xm) only in the string (a1; : : : ; am), which does not satisfy the relation
. Consequently, the relation (10), which is satis!ed by s strings of Em2 (s¿ 0), can be
obtained in the form of conjunction of s relations similar to the relation .
In the case of even m one should take a= 1.
Let i¿3. Since  2k ∈ [{ ik}]A, according to what has been proved above, the set
[{!k ;  ik}]A contains all relations of the form (10) with i = 2. If
/(x; y) ≡ (y ∈ {1; i − 1})& ik(x; y);
then, according to Lemma 1, [{/}]A contains the relation 2k . Let the relation  0 be
dual to  ik with respect to the even permutation (0; (i − 1); 1) (Fig. 8).
Taking the relation 2k from the set [{2k}]A, we de!ne
’0(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(2k(x; z)& 0(z; y)):
If i6k − 2 and 16j6i − 2, then let the relation  j be dual to  ik with respect to the
even permutation (j; i − 1)(k − 2; k − 1), and let the relation
/j(x; y) ≡ (x = y = 0) ∨ (x = 1)&(y = j)
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Fig. 8.
be from the set [{2k}]A. We set (see Fig. 8)
’j(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(/j(x; z)& j(z; y)):
In the case i ∈ {k − 1; k}; i¿4, we obtain the relations ’j(16j6i− 2) in the similar
manner considering the even permutation (1; i − 1; i − 2) for j = 1 and the even per-
mutation (1; j; i − 1) for j 	= 1. In the case k = 4 and i = 3 in order to obtain ’1 we
take the relation  (see Fig. 8) dual to  34 with respect to the even permutation (012)
and in the set [{24}]A de!ne the relation
!(x; y) ≡ (x = 0)&(y = 2) ∨ (x = y = 1):
Then we have
’1(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(!(x; z)& (z; y)):
Thus, for every k; k¿4, the relations ’0 − ’i−2, represented in Fig. 8, are de!ned in
the set [{ ik}]A. Then, taking the relation
/i−1(x; y) ≡ (x = y = 0) ∨ (x = 1)&(y = i − 1)
in the set [{2k}]A we obtain the relation
’i−1(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(/i−1(x; z)& ik(z; y)):
Notice further that the substitution of the strings
(1; 0; : : : ; 0); (0; 1; : : : ; 0); : : : ; (0; : : : ; 0; 1) (12)
for the variables x1; : : : ; xi in the relation
’0(x1; y)&’1(x2; y)& : : :&’i−1(xi; y) (13)
gives monadic relations satis!ed, respectively, by the only element in 0; 1; : : : ; i − 1.
This permits to code the values in Ei by means of the relation (13). Speci!cally, for an
arbitrary relation (x1; : : : ; xm) of k according to the !rst part of the proof of Lemma 8
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we de!ne the relation 2(x11 ; : : : ; x
1
i ; : : :, x
m
1 ; : : : ; x
m
i ) in the following way. If for some
t; 16t6m, a string (at1; : : : ; a
t
i) of E
i
k di8ers from the strings (12), then the relation
2(x11 ; : : : ; x
1
i ; : : : ; a
t
1; : : : ; a
t
i ; : : : ; x
m
1 ; : : : ; x
m
i )
is false. Let (a11; : : : ; a
1
i ); : : : ; (a
m
1 ; : : : ; a
m
i ) be strings of the form (12). Then we set
2(a11; : : : ; a
1
i ; : : : ; a
m
1 ; : : : ; a
m
i ) to be true if and only if (b1; : : : ; bm) is true, where the
values b1; : : : ; bm are given by the correspondence
(1; 0; : : : ; 0)− 0; (0; 1; : : : ; 0)− 1; : : : ; (0; : : : ; 0; 1; )− (i − 1):
Now it is easily seen that the relation (10) coincides with the relation
(∃z11) : : : (∃zmi )(’0(z11 ; x1)& : : :&’i−1(z1i ; x1)
& : : :&’0(zm1 ; xm)& : : :&’i−1(z
m
i ; xm)&2(z
1
1 ; : : : ; z
1
i ; : : : ; z
m
1 ; : : : ; z
m
i )):
Lemma 8 is proved.
4. The main result
The following statement is the main result of the present paper:
Theorem 2. Suppose  is an arbitrary binary relation of k . Then the set {E1k (x); }
is A-equivalent to some set of basic relations.
Proof. We !rst consider the case when k=4 and  has the form (7). By Lemma 7 we
have {44; x1 + x2 = x3 + x4}⊂ [{E14(x); }]A. We show that {E14(x); }⊂ [{44; x1 + x2 =
x3 + x4}]A. The set [{44}]A contains the relation E14(x), since 44(x; x) ≡ (x ∈ {2; 3}].
Since
1(x; y) ≡ (∃z1)(∃z2)((z1 = 0)&44(x; z2)&(x + y = z1 + z2))
coincides with the relation
E24(x)&(y = 1) ∨ (x ∈ {2; 3})&(y = 0));
we have (see Fig. 6)
(∃z)(1(x; z)&1(y; z)) ≡ ,1(x; y):
If in the representation (7) for the relation  we have |G1| = |G2| = |H1| = |H2| = 2,
then, according to [6, Lemma 2], we choose such relations
2(x; y) ≡ (1(x) = y); 3(x; y) ≡ (2(x) = y)
in the set [{44}]A that 1; 2 are permutations on E4; 1(G1) = E2; 2(E2) = H1. As a
result we obtain
(x; y) ≡ (∃z1)(∃z2)(2(x; z1)&,1(z1; z2)&3(z2; y)):
The case when some pair (G1; G2) or (H1; H2) consists of one-element, sets can be
reduced to the previous one, since the set [{44}]A contains all relations of the form
x ∈ E, where |E|= 2.
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Assume that the relation  is di8erent from (7). If it is of the form (1) and di8erent
from diagonal, then we apply Theorem 1, and if it has the form (3), then we apply
Lemma 3. Let the relation  have the form (4). Then as the desired basic relation
we can take the relation Emk (x), where m = max(|E|; |F |) if max(|E|; |F |)¡k, and
m=min(|E|; |F |) otherwise.
Assume that the relation  is not of the form (1), (3), (4) or (7). Then by Lemmas
7 and 8 the set [{E1k (x); }]A contains all relations of the form (10), where i=3, and,
in particular, the relations !k ;  3k . De!ne the sets E and F by
(x ∈ E) ≡ (∃y)(x; y); (x ∈ F) ≡ (∃y)(y; x):
Let, for de!niteness, |E|6|F |. If j=|F |63, then by Lemma 8 we have [{E1k (x); }]A=
[{!k ;  3k}]A. Assume that j¿ 3. Then the A-equivalence of the sets {E1k (x); }, {!k ;  jk}
follows from Lemma 8 if we show that  jk ∈ [{E1k (x); }]A. Since  3k ∈ [{E1k (x); }]A,
we use induction and assume that the set [{E1k (x); }]A contains the relation  lk , where
36l¡ j.
Since |E|6|F | and the relation  is not of the form (1), at least for one a of E
the relation (a; y) is satis!ed by two or more elements. Therefore, we choose distinct
elements a1; : : : ; as (36s6l) in the set E so that the relation (a1; y) is satis!ed by
maximum possible number of elements, the relation
(a1; y) ∨ (a2; y) ∨ · · · ∨ (as; y) (14)
is satis!ed by m elements, where m¿l, and the relation (as; y) is di8erent from the
relation (a1; y). This can be done if the relation  is not of the form (4). If k ¿ 4
or s¿ 3, then let the relation 4 be dual to  sk with respect to an even permutation ’
which maps a1 to 0, as to s− 1, and the set {a2; : : : ; as−1} onto the set {1; : : : ; s− 2}.
If k =4 and s=3, then the chosen permutation ’ may turn out to be odd. In order to
make it even, we interchange the elements a1; a2, if the relations (a1; y); (a2; y) are
satis!ed by the same number of elements, or the elements a2; a3 otherwise. We set
1(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(4(x; z)&(z; y)):
Then the relation 1(a1; y) coincides with the relation (14), and the relation 1(as; y)
coincides with the relation (as; y). If the relation (as; y) is satis!ed by a single
element, then by Lemma 3 the set [{1}]A contains the relation  mk , hence, the relation
 lk as well. Therefore, we may now assume that the relation (as; y) is satis!ed by
more than one element.
Let the relation 1(a1; y) be satis!ed by the elements b1; : : : ; bm. Since 2k ∈
[{E1k (x); }]A, we can assume that {a1; as}⊂{b1; : : : ; bm} and, for example, a1=b1; as=
bm, 1(bm; bm) is true, and 1(bm; b1) is false. If the relation 1(b1; y) di8ers from the
relation 1(bm; y) in more than one element and m¿5, then let 1; : : : ; t be all even
permutations on Ek , which preserve each of the elements b1; bm, as well as the relation
1(b1; y). Then the relation
11 (x; y)& : : :&
t
1 (x; y)
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Fig. 9.
Fig. 10.
brings us to the examined case when the relation (a1; y) is satis!ed by a single
element.
Let m = 4, and let the relation 1(b4; y) be satis!ed by two elements: b4 and, say,
b3. We take the relation
5(x; y) ≡ (x = y = b1) ∨ (x = b3)&(y = b4)
of the set [{2k}]A and put (Fig. 9)
2(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(5(x; z)&1(z; y)):
Further, we de!ne the relation 3(x; y) which is dual to 2 with respect to the even
permutation (b2b4b3). Then the relation 1(x; y)&3(x; y) returns us again to the case
with the one-element relation (as; y).
Assume that the relation 1(b1; y) di8ers from the relation 1(bm; y) in the only
element b1.
Let the relation 4(x; y) (Fig. 10) be dual to 1 with respect to the even permutation
(b1b3b2). By setting
5(x; y) ≡ (∃z)(6(x; z)&4(z; y));
where
6(x; y) ≡ (x = b1)&(y = b2) ∨ (x = y = bm)
is a relation of [{2k}]A, we see that the relation 1(x; y)&5(x; y) leads to the case
when the relation 1(b1; y) di8ers from the relation 1(bm; y) in more than one element.
Theorem 2 is proved.
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Corollary 1. Suppose R is a set of monadic and binary relations of k and PolR⊆ Ik .
Then the set R is A-equivalent to some set of basic relations.
Proof. Since PolR⊆ Ik , we may assume that E1k (x) ∈ R. Then we apply Theorem 2.
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